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. . ' 
In view of the fact that this thesis: discusses keyboards and--
' typewriters, the autho~ felf a moral obligation to do his 
.· own typing. In o.-rder ·to · achieve th:f,;s as / efficiently· as 
• 
· possible, this thesis was composed · at· an ,.int.eractive 
.• 
computer terminal· using the Western Electric St~ing Lang~age· 
. • 
--··- -- --- ·.·· ',--· . __ .. _ -·~ ' -- -- . --·· -,- --- . 
·-- --Processor. ·A string language can be t·hought of as tli"e. mo·s 1t ,, 
. . 




the user to define his own· procedures.for whatever unique 
. l • ,: ,; 
. .... l 




·Unfortunately, . short· of using·· .a . - plotter, .computer ·outpu~_ 
"' 
. ' 
··dev.ices ' are not suited for ·the .printing :of text cont.aining 
• • I".:> ' 
convent·f·on·al ·s·cienti·fic and mathematical notational. schemes.· 
' . 
Th-erefo.'re · the·· author was forced to use the standard 
notation used by most programming languages· for subscript.s. 
I 
. -
. .. • ~ 
In other wbrds, X(I,J) does not ~ean that Xis a function of 
• 
.. paramenters I and J. · ·It is hoped that · this -notation ·will·· 
. ' 
-- ' 
not· be too confusing to the reader with, no computer 
• . ' . ' . programming experience. 
' ,, ' ( ,. 
. ._ • ..--.:.1. 
. _, ; . ' 
' ' 
'.,-1... .''' ' . 
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given fo_r t·he reader who might 
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.. .. j ' • • 
• 
.thesi.s' irtvesti·gates .. the 
-"\· -~,. I 
,,, ' 




typew .. riter- 1like keyboa·rd •. An _optimal keyboard is defined_ as . • . 41b' . " . 
I 
one whose· design- is based upon the ·statistics of· u·s~ge. of.· 




. . The. design g6al bf such .a keyboard is to m~nimize ari 
.. 
: ··o:b~j"e~·tt·v"e· ·fun'.c·t'ion · "W·lrt·ch ·re"l··a·t·es · '·t'h·e re:lat.ive .·digraph 
\ 1, \ 
' 
. 
. frequencies (two letter comb·inaticrn~) and the stroking· times,. 
' 6£ two ke·y combinations. 
.. 
.. 
·After rej.ecting standard ntat·hematicci1 programming tec.hniq.ues 
--
because· the ob.j ective. function .lacked· the require·d "nice'' 
properties, simulation was attempte-d·. While .simulation was. 
·' 
successfuL· in that. it did find several "better" --keyboards it 
.. 
was rejected becau~e the size~of the population is such th~t 
the pro~abiJ..,.ity ~f finding~a keyboard near the 







. . . 
-
.i -
• ' t ; . 
. "~~ ·~ 
~ ., • l 
.. -~: 
') ·.-1 
• .. ,.~ 
sample sizes. 
-- -- - - --- --- - --- _- --- - --~ ----~·~------- - ·~--------- ------
- -- - -- --,· ------" - ~--··------- -------····· 
-
- - ~a -~ - -• - • • 
I 
; 
-A .. simple· branchini algorithm was then_ developed which 
evaluates all .Possible exchanges of pairs of as·signments of 
' 
. 
·a. given layout and chooses the best as t,he .. ~nput· for the 
' . ' 
' 
·next itera_tion. · The algorith~ i~ .stopp~d when no fu·rther l • 
improvement is possible.· T~e per:forma1:1ce of. the . algorithm 
/ I,, 
seems ·to .. be indepe·ndent of the v·alue of ·the· .input key.board . 
· and conv·erges in an exponent·ial~like manner to· within a very · 
... 
. narrow range.· 
,' ,t•·. 
t 
. ,I , . • 
,. 




























After an examinat,ion of the me,chanisms governing 
performance of the algorithm, it 
al·gori thm . . converging. a value to 
the distri.buti·on keyboa·rd· valu-es 
.viable tecµnique. for developing 















. _· .. 
~· 
.... 
is concluded ~that the 
• 
near.the lower .bound of 
' . 
and thus, repres·ents a 
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. In 1873 Christopher L~tham Sholes and the Remington Arms 
./1. . . 
" Company introduced the _.fi·r"st typewriter ·capable of . being 
mass prod uc.ed • .Within a few. years the ty~ewriter had beco~e 
an indispensible tool of. our society--as. _it re}mains today •. 
..... . 
The keyboard design of the Shole·s-Remington typewriter· (See: •• 
Fig~re 1.1) is essentially identi·ca). to . that used ·on our 
typewrite rs today. F~.gure 1. 2 shows the current typewriter 
' 
·keyboard· as standardized by the. American National Standards 
Institute. · [1]. The intent 6f this work ii· to examine· in . 
• detail, .not the ~echanical design of the keyboard (44 ·kefs 
.. 
... -.. a:r..r.an-ged in ,f-ou·r "r·(?·W·s·), ·but the assignment of graphic_-
sy~bo~s or characters to the key positions • 
" 
• Legend has it that Sholes had to design his ~eyboard to 
• 
circumvent the mechanical limitatio:n,·s of his machine. [2] ·_ 
, .. -. ' Even though it was intended that the t .. ypi-_st would typ.e ·with 
only two f'ingers (tou.ch-typing was no.t developed until the .. 
,twentieth century), the Sholes_ p-rototypes tended to • Jam 
_..... . 
.. 
·fre-quently. Jammi.ng was caused· by adjacent. typebars .being 
activated too· Qui~y. Ja~s were difficult to clear.· because 
---
.., 
the typebars w~!e located beneath the • carr1ag_e and ' .. as ·a 
. result,·· . Sholes '.reacte.d·: -.by develop~ng a layout which· he 
. ~1:bo;ught wou;Ld minimize jams·· by for~ing th.~ ~per a tor t.o slow. 
."'• 
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A~tSI X4 • 7 STANDARD TYPEWRITER KEYBOARD 
F.~GURE 1. 2 
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' ' . down ,on those two-letter combinations as.signed to adjacent 
. 
' ) ... ' type bars. An examination· of an· early t,ypewr1. ter supports·. ' I 
. ' 
I 
' ( '' ', . ' ' ~ ... 
.. 
the legend and makis it.appear qriite reaspnable. 
,· 
. ,., ' r . 
' 
. 
· Regardless of· why Sholes des.~gned· his, keyboard· as .he did, 
'the ·fact that the same· keyboard designed in ·18:7-3. is· still in . 
' 
. 
. . \ , r ~\ . 
,(, .· 




. ,-,in ... \·tn-a.c-h,ine .. ,t.e.ch.n.o-1-o.g.y, .. ,.t)}tpe.w-r..~i.t,.-i11g. ,t.ech.inq:ues, and -knowledge . · .... ., ... 
. · .... 
I·' 
, 
of human fact_ors, must appear a,s· an anomaly in the history· · 
of socia·1 .. : and scientific progress .• 
·.-·• , 
Even before the ad.vent of touch-_typing, s.ev-eril typ.:ewr,it·er. 
manufactureis attempted. to market machines with different 
keybo.p.rd layouts (the reasons fo.r the changes are unknown)·· 
. 
but the market po.sition'-- of Reming·ton was such that the 
Sh_oles keyboard rapidly bec·ame the def:acto- standard·. 
, ••• r·r·r 
• 
. - - . .,_,-
~~ ,,-; 
... 
In. t·h~e, early twentieth - cen t.ury . ' . . ,·_ ,•. •' . typewriting .. · .. · :: 
.-· 
te~hnique was developed antf typing ·became a popular course ·, .... 
in··high schools and colleges. Unfortunately, educators soon 
' 




ef:fectively •. By the 1920's, the dichoto~y between the ever 
' 
I 
.:.· incr~asing po-pularity of· typin·g. · courses and the obvious 
· difficu-ly · students had ·in acquir'.ing, . cotnmercialy· acceptable. -. 
,, .. 
\._:_ 
• "typing skills. motivated the ... Carnegie Foundation for the 
. Advancement of Te~ching to provide funds in 1929 to enable 
August -n·vorak and. William n·ealey - to study the teac~in·g 
· · of ... ·typing~ : [3]. 
I' 
. i 
. I . 
·-·· 





. , . __ ..., 
.. 
I' 
" '" ... ' 
... 
' ' ,• 
- ' f, 
•. I • . - -- ,.- ·.;' .·~ , I 
'"' .. 
• J • ' 





. : ~ 
·-,, I 
. . ' ' . . 
' l ' '. ~ ~-. ~ .. ' . 
'. ~~ . 
. ·. : . ' t 
. ; . : ,.,· '. 
t -- ... 




·.- .··Dr~ · Dvorak .worked with Frank and Lillia·n· Gilbret:h·;.··fn _.·. 
' ·, 
I 
. conducting micromotion · . studies of typewriit·i.ng. · .I• ... 
---- ~- ... ---~. 




of · the -·· 
r frequencies. of usage of letters and combinatio·ns of· .letters 
• 
... 
in th·e · , ..English langua·ge con.firmed·, .. that . the standard. . 
'. . 
- ... . ~ 
·,,, • • I 
· keyboard (c9mmonly known ~s the QWERTY keyboard) was .an· 
~ . 
. ' extremely . poor ~esign· for .the ty_ping ··of English language 
• 
. 




be discussed ih detail in the~ne~t cha~ter,. the QWERTY . w-a s 
' 
.. 
inadequat~ because h_igh. frequ~·ncy letters and· combinations· 
., ''. 
.. 
of letters were· assigned in a manner that · required·· awkward . . 
• 
and ine·fficient finger movements. ~-
-
-.~ .. 
~D-r. ·Dvor·a,k·-:·t·he-n ··d<~:v,,e~l·ope·d what ·has since bec-ome known .as t·he 
. . I 
. 
Dvora.k Simplif:ted K..eyboard (DSK). Figure· 1. 3 shows the DSK-
· Althqugh th~ DSK has not been widely· accepte·d or even 
• 
adopted by any large organization, there can be no doubt 
that it is indeed·, ··vastly.sup~rior to the QWEiTY in terms of 
-ease of ·learning, efficiency, thro.ughput, and even inherent 
speed capabilities. 
· NOTE : · Even though what 
interpreted· as an 'enthustasti.c . endorsement of , · the 
.. . - ' DSK--which it really is-·-the. author contends tha:t 
. 
' 
an· e·ven .better .. keyboard is possible. ·· The emergence 















DVORAK SIMPLIFIED KEYBOARD 
: 
FIGURE 1.3 
















•. '. . ,, , 11.' . J ' . -, .. ' ' 
J; ~ '. ' ': • . ·, 






suffi~iently . a'ltered 'the .. r.elative di-fficulties: ·. 
• i' 
of stroking. patterns .to allow ·even more. opportunity . · 
· .for improvement. 
·t - "' 








·As .part of. t.h.e. Carneg.ie .. Study, the DSK · -"!_a·s· -. :te:sted in. the _... . 
' . 
Tacoma, 'washi.T.lg·ton schools in'. 1931 an-d ·19·32. [4]. The 250 





· w·ords-per-minute) that took QWERTY students. th·ree sem.esters 
. . 
~.to attain. (26. 8 wpm). In two semesters, the junior . high I • . 
• 
" students outperfo~med- four semester QWERTY ~tudents (36.1· 
.. ~ .. ,:."' . 
wpm-vs~33.4 wpm)~ The 110 senior high students perfor~ed . . -
"' 
. even be.tter. 
- After semester they outp'erf-ormed ·.···. 
' three-semester QWERTY students (37.5 wpm-vs~35.0 ~pm) and ,-
. 
. 
··a·fter ··two seme .. st·ers ··had out·per·f o·rmed six-_s,emes.ter .. , QWERTY 
st~dents (48 Wpm~vs--47 wpm). 
_;. . 
. , . . . 
-
Prior. to .World War II, the Internat··ional Typing Cont·est;:s ·_ .. 




-·' manufacturers maintained ''stables" .of profess·i-onal typists .. ' co -
. 
. 
who gave demonstrations· and compet~d---in co~te~ts in order, to 
I •. , 
.demonstrate the superiority of the mach:Lnes -manufactured b·y 
their sponsors. Between 1933 and 1941 DSK;typi~ts won. 119 
first, .-.. -.second, 
Typing Contests • 
. t ; 
and thir-d .. place· awards at the. International 











• •·;"1' .. , .. ,~ ........... .,., ' 
.. 
I 
. '----.-,.._,._,, ' 
'• ';: . .... . -"lr··r;·"" -•- ··-"·,-,.········ "_._ ',, ·, ,. • .. 
' • • 1.:!· 
· •. , ..... ...,,1,0 ........... ..,.,._ . ..,_,,..,..,,- ,_.,....,_ ...... ,, 
' .. ,-'""'. ' 
•. . . 
. 
. 
. The f irial evidence of'. the ·S·Uperiority of ·the· · DSK over;. the -, . . ' 
. . ' . 
--QWERTY are the ·results of r~training exp~riments. Only two __ , 
'1> 




. ·: . . to -determine wh~t happened when QWE.RTY trained typists were .. 
H 




·retrairie·d o·n the DSK. 








~he fi.rst was.· ~n-, .experiment· performed by· the· U·. Sj~. N·avy ·1~ ___ :._; 
. . 
. t' -
.• ~ . 
were· _given an· av~.rage .--o-if 83 ·hour·s of training .on the - ·nsK~-- · . ' •..... --· -~ 
. 
. .. After completion of their training,· the typists ·had . 
inc·reased th~ir performance· from 32. 9. net· wp·m· ori the QWERTY .. 
74% .· • 1ncre-ase. This· . was to 57.1 net wpm on the DSK, a. 
. . 
com~osed of a 25% increase_·in gross speed and a 68% decrea~e-
. ' ' 






. the QWERTY. They ·achieved an inc~ease of 17% in gross speed , 
-and· a 17% decre.ase in errors for an in.crease of 43% · in net. 
speed.. [6] 
~ 
. . In 195 6, the. Government Supply Agency (GSA) · commission.ed _Dr •.. 
}6.1:-' . 
. , . 
-Earl "Strong to conduct a· ,comparative experi.ment with ten 
typists retr~ining on· t_he DSK and another ten typists 
' . 
. receivin~ additional training on the QWERTY. - Vnfortunately, 
this : study. has become ·. the stumbli~g block to serious 
< '..~ .. -- ~;T~:-·· 
,,,, 
.. ~·-. consideration o:f the DSK and ·is- mentioned only· to point :.q.ut· 
r·~,_-
·. - ·'/. .. :w·hy it is: better forgotten .• [7] 
,· .. -10-. 






















. ' ' 
• ',j' 












As a detaile·d an_a·lysis o.f the GSA Study .. is. inappropiate in 
this paper, the fo~lowin:g comments are offe·:te.d ·-to refute the 
r findings·. of the itudy. If ·interested, the rea .. der is 1.1rged 
. 








. T·he GSA. ·_·Study subjects-. spent four hours. each day- in 
. ..:._ .. ' 
• 




- - ... ~. ,...,... 
- I , 
The GSA st·udy. - showe--d. the· QWERTY subjects increasing 
' ' 
· their average gross: speed f:rom, 83. 5 wpm . to 113 wpm. 
I' With ·the excepti·on···. of Dr. Strong, no one .. invol ve,_c;l __ in· 
typing edu-cation -believes these gains ar-e possible . . • in 
t·he -ma·x·imum ·of ··-n·ine ·mont·hs; t·lre· subje·cts cou.l.d have ·had 
... '·",. 
-~-
,, for retraining. (ThJ,e .. actual times are not specif.ied in 
' 
the.report. However, t_he r~pot't doe$ state that · the 
. QWERTY ·students began on March 5, 1956 and as .. the 
·, ... ~:., 
.,.-·:._···\' (·., 




. No d~tailed data colleG_ted ·during the · course of the ... -- '"-·-~~ .::.. 
• ' f-' 
....... 
. . \ 
' .. 
"• .( 
' I,' •, fs~udy has ever be~n made available by eithei tbe GSA or 
' ·~ ~i ... r 
Dr .• Strong.. - In· fact_,. Dr. Strong had indicated 
" rec·ords from the study have been destroyed. 










. . . . I 
. ,_ I, 






< • "! \'• C "·;'.''•• 1. :.: :..• ,• • 
·-·,r .' "\' :'_ -·.• ., l' •• ' 
'•' :;, . ' 
' 




_., . •. '. 
r··· . 




·s·trong' s .· insistence-
t. 
. . 
that he was an 
~ . impartial conductor of the ·experiment must be subjected 
to scrutiny. · On September 13, 1949, ,:·Dr. Strong wrote, 
· '' ••• I have ·developed a great d·eal of· material on how to 
...... · .. ,· . ..,.· 








• . • ... 
- .• -,·.U. 
.. ,' '.", ....... 
-~·· ,,: 
·:· 
·.~ · . 
• 
- . 
. standard keyboard. Conseq~ently,·I am ·not in favor. of. 
.. 
..... , .. 
pur~h~sin~ · n·ew keyboards ·and, retraining typ-ists on the 
.. new .. keyboard whenJ we can · easi~y .. get ... J •. !nc reased 
-
. production on our ·present keyboard·. I strongly . i·fe·e1 
:, - -- ~ . that the present __ keyboard has not been ful.ly exploited,. 
..... 
. . 
. arid I ·.am out to exploit.· it to its very utmost.· i·n 
opposition to the chan_ge to new keybo-ards. '' [~] 
' 
,· Could - Dr. Strqng: ,liave- .b::ee·n the imp~i·t:i·al reporter he claims I 
-
--to have been seven years later~ This-, author ·doesn't -·-know 
. ' but surely, sufficient doubt about the validity of the GSA-
-study exists in order 
subject of the DSK • 
to .reject··- it as relevant to the· . "! 
. An~ther highly regarded keyboard is the-· Minimotion, 
< 
.develoPied b_y - J{l,-T. Griffith in 1949. (See Fi-gure 1. 4) [9] 
' 
., 
_.Mr. Griffith attempted to s,equentially optimize a ._set · of 
. 
·· ordered objectives and: is ,, ,,quite ;,-about .. ·the .~xplic it· 
'\ procedures ·which he used. 
, '' ,, I As no ividence can be found that • 4 . ' 
. . 
· t..he Minimotion · keyboard has: ever.· been. tested, it • 1S 
.. presented here a~ another example of -the at·tempts to improve 
Q 
upon the QWERTY. . ~-. . 
. . ·: .·~ ... 
. . . 
-.•' L 
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., \-·····-"'· :~: . ...;.~;!;;i»yt'~· . -· ·~• 
.,.:.• ,,. .. · _ _., ~> ' 
· A ·good exampl.e·. of the unexpected pitfalls in.. keyboard· d·esign 
•1 




st oc km~itket· .Intended· for a 
,, 
' 
·query_ system, an . alphabet·ic layout I .. (See Figur~ 1~5) was 
chosen·~. because the system users had little', or . no ·keyboard 
/ .. 
.~xperie~ce • What would seem · to .. :.,, be·. a logical and ·sound 




. . operator. tends to det_·er.mine the positio·n_ of the .. character··irt 
. 
. 
. the al'pl1abet before' he attempts bto locate it .and .. stril~e 1 the 
• 
·· key. 
. The point is that many, · -not necessa:rily obvious 
L 
factors influenc.e the ·e·fficiency of a keyboard and n,o-amount · 
' 
- • 
·of logic can supercede testing with operators. 
In fact.,· there ha.ve be:en so many attempt-s ·to develop 
• 
·the u.s. Patent Of fie~ . has 
.. .., ' 
, .. f 
·· improved keyboards that 




•' -typewriter keyboard This meE1ns that several 
·hundred. patents have been granted for. different 
. . '
keyboards--each with its own set of objectives and claims. ~-
The exis~ence of eight to ten million alphanumeri_c keyb6ards 
• in use today is of ten cited as a reason· for not adopting. a . 




_ radically diffe-r-ent keyboar.d~ On the other 'hand, ·several 
·factors . . . 
_important ... in role· ~eginning to a-re assume an 
exploding that ten million to well over a· hundted million.· . . fl 
Should this tremendous inc~ease ·1n the number of keybo~r4, 
. '•· :i 






















HIRSCH ALPHABETIC KEYBOARD 
FIGURE 1 ;J..S 
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" " . .J 
. ' 
users occur, trhe failure to adopt ~n ~ptimal keiboard wotild 
be· an - insane mistake. ,.,,., . The factors are simp.ly li-sted -below 
1- •• ~,.,• 
and any speculation abotit the~r importance is ·left to the 
• 
' ; . ' The gtowing utilization, of keyboa~ds-in education-~b-0th 
... 
. in crimputer~aided instruction ahd gs ·a-motivaior. irt 
·,. 
. , 




.··T-he increasing .appl~cati·o-n of on-line .data collection . 
" networks • ·in industry and government is requ~ring ever 
·.: .•· l .• 
increasing numbel'.'s of ·Beople to· use keyboards--even i.f 
~ 
·they_hav~ had no formal k~yboard training. ·- 1. 
\ . I 
. ~ . ~ 
' I • • 
- I 
• ....... l- , . 
.-,,, " . t. 
-· The increasing probability· that ho~es of the futµre 
,· 
will contain a data terminal connect~d to some fo-rm of 
time-sharing . computer network·." When it will. happen· 
' .. depends uport whose crystal ball you gaze into, ·but no 
one is predicting that 1 it ~on't happen, 
• 
- I 
. :, . 
.. 
If all three factors achieve· the. degree of ut.ili.zation 
predi~ted by ,~perts in the_respectiv~ f·ields, · -there will . -~ '·. '. ', •. 
.I ... 
-
eventually be few, if any, persons .. left who will not utilize 
a 
. .,: ~ . ' . . 
keyb~ard in their normal, day-to-da.y lives. Does it make· 
. . ".: ·.· ~ 
· · ···. ·.. any sense to inflic~. 
\ ..... 
' 
upon that .many 
l 
I . . . . 
people, a keyboard • ' . 
.... ," ' 
designed. in 1873 ~ with ·the goal ··of · sl.owing down two-finger 
., 
typis.ts ?: ···.·• 
' . 
i . - • ' 
1 ,' I 
,• ,.__, 
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CHAPTER TWO 
M~thematic~l Programming Model~ 
' ' .•' .
• ~... 
.."'.' -<~ 
, , .• ,41 
In the first.chipte~, t6e ca~e f·or an .impioved.keyboard was 
established. Apparently, Dr..· Dvorak has. come the close·st. to· 
.. 
the .optim·um ke_yb"oard. · In his boo.k, T.YP~WR.lTI,NG BEHAVIOR, 
. ' . 
. ... Dr. Dvo.rak lists the defects of the QWERTY and defines ·the ·-, 
I. 
• . . , design goals of the DSK as the minimization o~ elimination 
of those defects. T-he defects .he. discovered were: . 
. .... 
1 .. 
. :t • The QWERTY key,board ·ov.er·loads· the commonly weaker lef :I: hand • · 
-1, "-, -
L, .• ,. 
. 2 •. The Ql-lE.RTY k·eyboard· · overloads .cert.a in f in·:ger and d.o:es 
. . ' -
· not assign enough work to ot·hers .- · 
3,. · Too little .. typing : is done 
to much work 
on the h~me. r6w and~ 





The QWERTY . requires~ the 
"hurdles" over the home row 
the home.row. 
d 
fing~rs to ·execute too many .. 
and. to·o many "reaches'' fro.m. 
Too few word~ can be typed extlusiyely:o~ the- home row, 
requiring a ri~ch or hurdle for ~lm~st every word ty·ped. 
. 
' 6. The QWERTY keyboard~ requires that- too ma~y. words ·b~ 
· typed using only one hand. 
A study by Provins and Glencr·oss supports Dvorak' s findings 
and explains the significant·ly better learning .. times 
' 
obs:erv·e·d in the Tacoma E'xp,erimen-t ·: [11]. In ·a study of the 
· dexterity levels· , of,·· ':the hands· of ... train.ed typists · and·~ 








. . ' 
... 
• 
. ;, .· 
, I , 





typing_-like task.s ~ the £,o_ll~o.wing re.~~1 t~ · were observed; ,, 
.,, ,, 
' ,', ,,1 /t ... 
, . I· - . -~ ' . 
' l • '~- • ' , 
. •, . ··,...,./ .... let·ter and tap·pin,g ·exercises,. the ri:ght hand of 
· · For 
~' 
•. 





-· . '. 
while the trained subjects·sbowed either. no difference 












. , I 
. ''' . . . \ ' 




For· w6rd · exercises, nq diffetenceg were recorded ~ 
. between sides for the untrained subjects __ ·whereas the· 
·trained subjects show~d a hi_ghly signlficant difference 
. 
in favor of the left hand. 1 
significant • 
.1.n differences No 
~ betwee~ hands for eith~r·group~ c-
·· The implic.ation is, of course, that the _,·reason· .students find 
. ,· typing so di.fficult to mas·ter is that- the emphasis_ the 
QWERTY keyboard places on the. l~ft hand forces them to #ti. ~· 




-An examination of the defects found by Dvorak and why they 
l 
are def~cts .yields an ineerestipg conclu$Jon. . . 1S a Item 1 
defe,ct because. th~ 
ri~ht-handed person. 
for a left hand less 
• 16 efficient 
' I 
Item 2 is a-defect because of the 
tiring of overloaded .fin·gers · and -the o .. verlo·a·ding of fingers 
. . . ·with 1· .. ow ·dexterity while more dexterous. finge~s go 
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undesirable. because it,· is the• opposite of· alternate-hand 
· ~troki.ng, the most efficient_ stroking pattern ~vailable., .. , In· 
' 
other word.s, all·o( the QWERTY·:defects·are defects because 
high·frequency·l~~ters a~d crimbinations of· lett~rs must be 
' . 
. ' 
stroked with. high crist .(or low.· dexterity)· motions . or 
co.mbinations of mot~ons ··h1 
·Unfort.unately, Dr. Dvorak· has no·t disclose.d · .. t.he. P~roc·edur_e _h~ 
. '. . ... . ----·----~ •••• .2!.... 
. 
- • 
used· ... -_to. develop the DSK and .on·e can 'only speculate • 
However, as the DSK was ~~y~l,oped in 1930-1931,'.the use of a 
' . 
·::i • programming mathematical technique· is probabJy precl~ded., 
'which implies that the DSK is stibopti•aI • . ,... -
Therefore~ this author has attempted· to· develop a global 
optimization . technique which ·is based 'upon the frequencies 
of digr~phs (two-letter combinations) used· • . in the ,English 
language . and ··a factor which . is ·. proport-iona~ to the 
difficulty ··of stroking pairs of kiy~. 
.,-. 1,; 




chosen as it i~~the-·smallest unit capable of de~cribing the 
sequential interrelationship~ of characters which make up 
J 




. _ l·- ' 
The fa~;ors relating to the diffitulty of stroking t~e pair~ 
' 
of k.eys might logically· b·e the· average time it takes to 
• > 
.perform the two-stroke· sequenc.e du~ing the ty~ing of normal 
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. . . 
< '. ..... ' . .,. 
experiment. which would. be re .. quired. to· collect this dat:a is 





· In this . ~o··un ~ry t_od.ay,. the standard typewriter keyboard · has · ,· I 
44 keys arrang.~d . in £.our rows--the top row with 12· k~ys, the. ' __ ,; ., 
J • 
·-midd·le two· ·rows···-with 11 keys each ··and the bottom: row with 10 
L. 
keys~ .. Typewriters used .. in ot.her countries and keyboards • ~ • .. • • 







. designed for· telecommunica·tio1is functions usually ·h_ave 46 o·r 
.,,. .. 








f'r· ·, 'i. 
. . ' 
'- .. 
. ,,.,,._t-, '.t 
ea$il:y· extended to .. ~ 
-•i ;"'I 
, . 





upper-case graphic~) is a prob~emr~with 44!' or_·2·.66 x· 10 
__; 
different possible ke.yboard arrangements • In· order ·to 
. . 
reduce the problem to a more manageable size, although still ··r 
.,, 
one of immense· ·numbers of .possibilities, it is not too . ' 
·'" 
unreasonable to consider only -the h~rdcore _touch-typing 
r~gion_--thre~ 
assignment of· 
rows of ten keys each. \This i~lows for 





numerics can logically be separated as th~re ·is little or no' 
.. significant interaction with the alphabetic cha~acters. Th.e 
other · four pos .. itions not being considered are felt to have 




·, -. · · · results. · \ Q,f · co·urse, if one were adamant· about considering. 
:.., .. 
·. ,;,' ,:;;i;-"···•/·\:;:" ,.\ 
~~11 symbols ari~-positions, the piocedures described herein ~ 
,l 
.J 




. 1· -, "' 
-





I . . 
.,· 
~:. ... .. ~··. ... ' 
. . 
.. I 
' ·'~ ' ' 
.. ". 'a.hows the· .. region of .the keyboard b~ing .· cons.idered •.. 
,........> .. 
. .... ' 
-~···--·--- ··-·\r··-·•.---·'-•· ...... . 
·. --,,_. · The·· space b~r ·and shift k·ey~· have·. also ·been eliminat.ed '·· ... from 
.~ 
.. 








~ ..... ' 
·' 
• 
' ... --~ 
. ' . 
• •• ·, • ' f 
--· 
~ 
considera ti.on--the space bar as it . ·is· ins:ensitive :to 
I •.• 
' 




. sufficient d.ata. ··.In ·. a· .. more. compre·hensive effort, with· 
~dequ~ te da1ta, · the shift i · keys- shou.ld be i·ncluded as the · 
little fingers, wh·:f_ch ac.tivate .. · -them',·, do. not have equal 
levels ~f dexterity • 
• 
• - -j 
'-,The. digr~ph freq·u-ency data us·ed were taken from a Master's 
Thesis done by C.E. Rowe in 193-0. [12] · It.· ~ should · b1 e 
emphasiz~ed that this data is in·adequate for .a -c.oimprehensive · 
-- effort to design- an opt·imal ke·yb_oard, but as 7 the go4l of 
,. 
~ 
·th·is ,·p·a·pe~ i·s .to dev·e.lo,p·--·t·he technique. for designing sue:h- a 
·-· keyboard, it is not felt to- .. be inad~q_u;ate • 
. 
The relative stroking times fq·r ea,.ch two-key combina-tion are 
even· more arbitrary than , the digraph . f r·equ-encies. · 
·., ~-·· j: ' 
Unfortunately, the only pub~ished reference which included 
'-, 
'' ..... ~ 
any stroking times was a pape_r publishe.d .by J.E. Coover. in 
1923. (13] His paper included the stroking times for 
.. , seven· 
two-key c6mbinations as achieved by an expert typist· working 
at a rate of 130 ~ords per·minµte •. .. , (. 
. ' . 
'' j 
., In -order to have somewhat r~pres~ .. ntative data to :fill the 30 • I 
by. 30 stroking ·time· ~atrix, \, . . 
! 
the author· had to devise, 
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' HARDCORE TOUCH-TYPING AREA 









' . . 
•• 
,, 
' ... i 
.2--' 
. ' 
' .. ~ '":._..::· ........ - ' . ' ' ·~· 
.... 
'u 
I ... , .. - .... 
' ' 
" .. 
. . ' arbit r.arily, a sc·heme for ext r apolat~B,8 tho s-e. seven •. values 
. 
. 
·into. 900 values., By itself, ·.the~ Coover da.ta was- inadequa_te 1 .... ,. 
• ,.. 
1 







... I •. 
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' '•'' •! ! 
~ort~nately, Dr. Dvorak·. inclu·ded i.n T:YPE:WRITI·NG BEHAVIOR·, . : ·"') l - ' 
, ihe tapping rates f6r ~ach finger is reported by ·Reimer! . . 
• 1.-n Fi·gure 
/ 
' . 







.' 1 ,S(i,j) = k(T(i) + :·T:(j) + C(l)) (2.1) ' . 
.. 
. In· this. arbitrarily chosen model·, T ( i) and T (j) . are t:he 
relative tapping times fo·r finge.r -i. ~nd. -finge,r j · and are 
-.r.e,:f~.e,r,-e.n•c-ed . to t·he rig·ht · index finger ithich is normalized t>o -f:· .. / 
·\- . 
one and were derived f~om the Reimer dltA~ 
' ;---
.. The Coover data was' used to determine the values of - k, t·he 
factor which converts the sum from a relat!ve· number. to 
seconds~-, ·and the c·(l), the, ex;trapola~ion factors for tlie 
various clas~es of motions. 
-~· .- . ·, 
. .• # ··-·· r 
• • · Thr-ough the years, a rather descriptive set of names has 
·~· .. ' . 





~ Same hand, same:finger, same. key. 
--.... 
. ',"ii 
. .J• - .• 
Same- hand, same 
the .. home row and 
_home row. 
. -23~ 
finger, one stroke on 
the other off the 
' . 
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' ,. 
.,. ' . .\;;,:·-~· ,_ 
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. __ :, -







·1 ' ' 
,. . ' . 
' . ~' 
' ·-·- ... ~.-
• • ~ •• : .., i 
-. 
' ·'· ". 
1''' 
' ·' .. . 
-·· 
FINGER ,L4 L3 Li . Ll· Rl 
. 
,., 
STROKES/15~SECS~ 48 .57 66 63 7.0 
. 





















.• 1 o~K ALTER?IATE L2 R2 13 18 




J-J , TAP- Rl Rl 17 17 
. 
... 
' 3 J-K TRILL Rl R2 17 18 
) 





. '' 5 ·U-M HURDLE Rl Rl 7 27 
6 J-r-1 REACH Rl Rl 17 27 
' 
·3 iL-• i, ... 1 I TRILL R3 R4 1·9 20, 
. 
. 
--~ . ' 1 
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h~nd, ... same finger, 
the home row and 
the home row. 
- \ Same hand, ·adj·acent _finger~, 
/' -,-... : .. r ... ' ...... 
' 
• , __ p .i 








- ·Same hand". fingers· separated by ~ne 'Or 
two pos.jtions, same row. 
ALTERNATE HAND- ·one stroke with one hand and t·he other·· 
'with .the op~-;osite hand. . -,-·, 





class of motion with tiwo · e,ntries--9e -trill. · Substitutil'.l.g 
·1 





·we. get k equal· to .i86 an·d. C(3) equal to· -1 .• 45. Knowing k,-
we ca.n so,lve for the remaini•ng values of C(l)·, which ar~· 
..... fl,1So shown in Figure 2. 2. 
.. 
. An examination of the stroking· time mat.ri x, s (i,j), 
.. . 
indicates that it is convenient to. s·ubdivide it into nine 
sub-matrices as ~hown in Figure 2.3.·. The center matrix, 
' • 
A(2,2), represents those· cocibinat·ions performed entirely. on 
, .. I 
I the, home row and. it should b·e clear that all of· its elements· 
• 
can be calculated. with Equ_ation ·2.1. Likewise,- .A(l,~) and . 
. A(3, 3) re present those · combinations performed entirely on· . 
. . -
the top and bottom rows, respectively. Unfortunately, th• 
Coover data doesn't yield a clu~: as to what additional c~osts · 
... 
--~.,~ -·· • . . .::.1 
exist when .typi~g a digraph on the·t~p or.bottom ~ow. It -
.· ,,.· .wa_s r;.Jlerefore, .. ··aecided. to ar'bitrar-ily let their entries 
..... ~· 7>..J/ • r.. . , 
~scalar .multiple of A(2, 2)- and t.hus: 
'• 
- ' 




....... ':.,' ' . '• 
' . i- •,. . 
' ' 
-' ' 
. ·, .. ., ... 
. ·--1 
• 
I ,,,,, ·-,, •• > 
~ . 
.:. 
• • I . 
. ' 
\ 
; il,b' . ' 
.·· . :·114 .. 
I,, I •,··• 
" ' 
... 
.... , .... 
i 
' ' } 
' ' l ·, 
. . ; .' 
f .. 
.,,. 




A(l,1) = 1·.05 x·A(l,l) 
-
. . ' ' 
. . 
(2.2) 
,• • • ••• .i. 
.. :~. r 
• • ..( .. ..J, 
• _.l 
\ A(3,3) =· 1.10 x· A(3,3) 
·, 
' .·_ .•. · 
' ' ,--~ ' _ ... -, ·. 
I-t, should b·e clear that _.th.e · hurdle .. and reach · cla,tses of··.· 
.-• ....... ::--




m~jo~· diagonals.· ~f the· remiinirig_ 
sub-matrice~, A(l,2)j. A'(l,3), A(2,1), ~(2,3), A(3,1), and 
A(3,'2). · The .. values ·for . ·the major d_iagonals are -·easily 
. 
' calculated using Equat-ion 2~1~ 
.. 
. . 
The~·. Coover d·ata doesn't: 
-
explicitly define .the remaining values which- have nbt been 
. calculated. However, the d·ata does . include three d.if ferent · 





. ,·.and hurdle, from which we can ex·tract addit_ive ~onstants 
~·- -
\:,. 
' ;. whi·ch. 
- 1. 
. . 
.,, . may or may not accurately ri~resent the·Tel_at_ionships· . " _, 
~ 
between rows. At least this procedure · is in the- right 
.: .. ' 
' ' 
' •• • ~--:o. • 
-
' 
direction if, not the right magnitude •. . ·---. -~-------~---------
' _, 
•, 
. , REACH· DOWN S.(17,2-7) - S(17,17) .= .161 - .142 = .019 secs. " I 
--
HtJRD·LE · S (7 ,27) 
-
S(17-, 17) - ·.1.71 
-
.142 - .·029 - sec~ .• : 
,_-' ' 
' 
. ·REACH UP 
.029 
-
019 - ~-Q'ltf' .~.: • ·. ' secs.- , · · 




_. With these · c·o·nstants, the· remainder of the stroking t.ime 
, I 
.matrix is ·calculat.ed ,s shown ·below.·· Exc·e~ting t.he • I 
,, 
' "' 
· . ,-- d~agonals, 0 ' 
' . ' 
,·, !. !' ~ ' 
:,, ' . . . . . 
. ; : 
.. ~· "' 
' < 
• ' I 
== A(2,2). t· .029 
A(3,2) = A(2,2) + .019·· 
A(2,1) .= A(2,2) + -.010 
' 
. ..:26~. 
' . ' 
' 
'I' ,,,:ilf , 
I. • ' ' 
' . ' 











, ·~~ I ~•- - l 
'' r ~•>'I•\ .. flt 
and 




__ A(l,3) =·.A(3,l) 
. . 
! .. ·-, 
I - ._ - ;· , ,· 
·. ", 
. ' 
• ' ·- _, J,._ 
I ~ _. ! 
.... 
. . ' ·, 





I ' ·; 
: ... -. ____ A_( 2 ; 3) = A ( 3, 2) 
. . , 
' . .._. . ...;:.. . . - .. ,. -'" · .. 
·. ' ;· 
. . . 
',' .. 
._ A ( 1 , 2 ) = A (~2 , 1 ) . . 
'·. ··.- ' ·,4:....~ 
. •.•• J·,·. ·•· .• 
·' 
. \.,: 
. t· . 
. r 
· I·t - should 
l'c"j .. 
·, ·, ... i_· ••. 
~----:--· . 
. ,· " . 
, .. be .stress.ed · - t'h.at · ·-we··· ·went 
·, 
'i,t o _ -_ ,.get - •<d'.a~t"a 
, 
.. 
. ' ' 
throu.gh · t:h.e ·ab·ove ·-· 
-wo-uld be s,o.me·wha t· · 
-~--J.--
-representa~ive ·of_ w~hat we would find from · a ·human factors 
, . . 
experiment designed to g,a.th~r .this d~t-a1•• ,· Any results ba,sed. 
···- r 
' . . 
upon thi_s da·ta · carinot be· accur-ate and ar¢ presented. only .. ,-as .. · 





The data el·ements· described in detail ··above ·. _allow us to 
evaluate any keyboard wh'ich meets the constraints di-scus~ed 
earlier. If we let 
' r' 




. J ... ' • 
" . 
' I ,'I 
. .. 
... 
s (i 'j) - Mean time to stroke keys i and j 
·:-. . 
r •. F(i,1) Rela,tive frequency of digraph kl -
., 
1 When charact_er - k{l) is· 
,, ' 
'.;. assigned to p_osition i(j). 
.... X(i,k) = X(j,1)·= 
• i 
-· 
, . \ 
then the figure of merit or objective function. -for·· a · gi.vert:. 
keyboard layout can be defined·as 'I. ~-- .. 
- X = 
I ( :, 












S(,i,.j) .F(k,l) X:(i,k) X(j ,1) 
• • 1 ••• , 
,)'"I .• 
_ .-27-
'··<le 1·· .. ,· 
·,, '• 
: . ~ ..... _ 









. I ~ 




shou-ld be cl~ar, .. ·.by.·this;_ti~e,'. that . zero-one 




. t~e. model. ~-re simp.le--eae:h character. can be assigne,d to on.ly 
:· : ·one position ··and each positio.n can have. only one character 
' 
--·--- -· ---- •. :·t, )' 
.. 
.. -·-
,, ____ ..._.,.,, ____ ,_, __ ----:----·-·4-•-••-•-,•----~-· __ ... ·••,••••-'-F • .-----·~·-•• .. ••-••·-·-• . 
,. . 
..... 
.. · ·ass ign·ed: 
--... '!/''" • . 
. . 
. . . . . . 
to- . 1 t. Th~ ~onstraint .equations must, therefoie, _· 
\ .· 
... 
' ' ... , 
-· 
be . .• 
·---~, 
_;, '1 • ' ., 
1: . 
~ ... 
: ,. ;. '' . 
. ;JO I· !, • • 
·•t .. X ( f , ~) ::: · 1 . k= 1,2~ •••• ··;26 · _:. · ·_ · . c·2 • s >· . · 




. ..... ,, , J. ·. 
.. ·_1 
. ·26 
· , <E X ( i , k) = ·1: , i =·1,2, •••• ,30· G : .. .. (2. 6) . 
''· 
•. 




·,. - ·.Unfortu·nat-el-y, while the model formulated- above /is a si~pi_e_->~.::---"-. . . 
· .... _ - ----- ----· --- . 
--·-~·-~ .. -·- -
•i. . 
t .. , ... ,, 
' c 
i· . 
' _,. . 
1... 
' 
' zero-one model, the objective functi-on is not linear and 
' I must be transformed t'·o- a linear model.·· If·\we·: let 
.l . . .. 
X(i,j,k,1) = X(i,k) X(j.,l) 
• ---------y--- - - ---- - --- --
_th __ e following constraints must be ad.ded to forc-e X(i,j ,k;l) · · 
I .-'.-! 
.to have the proper characteristics. 15· /, 






X(j ,1) + X ( i , j· , k , 1 } < 0 (2. 9) 
-
. . . ,. ' 
- , 'I.I,._ ' 
··' 
. 
-~- .. - ' 
.· l'i 
' ' .. 
•· . 
..1 
. ~ ,' 
·Equation 2. 8 ins·ures. · :tha t when bot:4, ·x ( i, k) , and· X(j , 1). are· .. 
, I • 
' • t 
. 
. , . 
' 
equal to one, then X(i,j ,k,1) ·m~J,l a,ls-o : b,e·:-· equal· to one. 
[ .. 
E.quation 2.9 forces X(i,j __ ,k,1) to zero wh·en _either, or both,·--·-
X(i,k) or ~(j,l) is equal to zero. 
.. -28~ 
J. 
Ii- ,, . • 
,.: { 
... \ 
~ ' -· . 
. . : ·l 
' '., . 
' 
. I 
. l . 
,· ' ,· 
. ··J. ,, .. 
';.:, 
( . ' ' .. 
':~ ,, '-,.i:s.' .. 
,',' -· 
.. J· 
• •• L 
I . 
I 









.· ll,) . 
··,. ·unfortunately, ,the model· has grown· .from- a relative·ly. small 
· · one with 780 variables and · :56 con.straint· equations· to a 
. ,.,' ,·. . 
.. ,--·-· m On S 1: er -With - · 6 0 8-, 4-'() (;) . -~var i ab l· e S . and . 1 , 216 , 8 5 6 C O Il St r a ii1 t --
._;..'II .. I 
I equations--hardly a-·model which is solvable on any comput.er 
extant today·. 
r . 
J '" f,-• . ' ,· . :..: .... -





a s·earch· ,was begun -for ano-ther· inod·e1 · which could be. 
. .' . 
. ,•. 
. • f solved • 
. , 
' • !,· 
. :fl . _f,. l.··r.·t· 
•• 













very- sim;Lla·r,-.to· .the classical .assign.ment . . . . 
. . 




·probl.em. Unfortunately,, ·the objective· fu;~;ctio11 ·.·is·_ neither I'· ,/ . 
. •.. , . 
,, -linear nor . monoton'ic ·. and thus' . the tecbn~ci:ue:s which have 
' · :.~,b~e-e·n "'tl~~.,fe.1·o·pe·a to so·lve · the assignment problem do .:?not·' applY. •. 
:b 
. ' 






. ; . 
' . ' 
. ' 
..... >·\~.:,·, 
' too dif fie ult to conceive. of a line_ar prog.ramming~· ~-odel if 
' one is willing t·o forego glo1>al ·· optimiza.tion·. · · . As ·global·.·. : -
optimization • 1S our· ·primary goal, L.P. was di·scarded as a·,.·.,· 




. .· . 
- . Branch~and-bound techniques don't· apply for there appears to .. 
,.,_, 
I.., 
. be no ·way to ca.lculate r~easoinable bounds . d·ue to· ·the 
interaction bf assignme·nts and the lack of monotonicity. ' I 
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Enum~ration b_rief ~y considered 
.. 
was the number 
possible ... l.S 
to the four unused 
many to be ·examined by. 
.. 
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• 1S present 
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a_ny computer avai-1able. 
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- - ~ 
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. - ·. 
:, • ,,I., \· ... 
·.-·-,.1 Random Keyboard Generation· 
.. 
' ,, -
i:- - ·. 
, . 
• 
As ·we ·saw in Chapter T~o, classical optimiz~tion techniques 
. ,. . 
. 
simply don't -apply orl a"E-e 
I 
• using large t.o be· solved 
'· i'.. . ' ... , 
too 
today·'s mach±nes. ---A more_ pr·agmatic. att·ftude is - th.eref ore 
.. I---
.. 
necessary if-any solution is ·to _be found at all. ·The· goal~ 
. . ........ 
of .. finding the opti1nal keyboard . must be modified 'to ·.finding 
- ' 
a near. opt.imal lteyboar·d. The go·al of_ -giobal optimi.zation:: 
' . 




~ • . ·.l ,j-··~ 
-' -
. ' -· : -~J- . 
. .. 
It-- wa.s ( decided - to generate random keyb·oar4~- arid evaluate- .. _ 
r-~ -
. . 
~J th.em according. to the. objective function defined ins ' the, 
---
- .. ---- .. 




about the distributiori of values of the objective functio~~-
,, ·- ' 
\..,-; 
_· \. 
'• f • .,. 
-· 
'----''-------'-'-~-.,__-~--T=--h==-e Lax -o f 1-a r g e N 11mb e r-$ wa-S-U s~-d- --t-o-e-s-t-i-m a t e t,h-e-- r-e-q--u-i---r-e-d-
l .. 
·--~-
~ ' ·,.,• . 
. ';'' . 
' ' 
• !'--' 
sample size- as -- there was no prior know~e-dge _ of the exp.ected. 
dis tri b_µt ion. [18] If we let . - , 
; -
f (lt') = -proport~on of ·keyboards lying. bel·ow -i~(l) -- · · 







with a value belo-w ·x (1.) · . 
., 
·, 
. ~"~----: · -, :·----·- ----n· -- ·-··= .... · s· amp 1 e ·: $-·i z-e -r ·e q ti i r e d 




of a -_ lceyboard 
......... ,. . ·- -~ -·' ....... ': -·, .- ~ 
J. ' .~,\ ' '., -,,7 "· • ~' .··' 
. e-· 
. ', . ,· ' •, ... ~.,· -
..... -·~ . ·. ·, - • '. ' . • . ;-' 1,' 
· -L011:·_. ... _. ·-••• 
= · :posi·t±ve· e~ror term which is -allowa,ble. · 
·,-,1-·· 
The Law of Large Numbera can then be r~pr~sented with 
\ ' 
PROB . [If (k). - Pl <::e J~ 1 - p.(1 
-31-'· 
... _ .. ,--• 
. 
---· 







f • • • • '.l ' 
''i . 











. - . - - . ..,. \ 
- - . 
. -As·.--- we are primarily_ in.terested in - the· extreme lower .v,alues 
ot the d·istribut·ion, ·we arbitrarily let 
p = • 005 
; "'· · . 
,· 
e :; • 000 5 '· ' . . . ·:' . ·:' . : ... ·. :,· 
. ,. 
'. -
' ~ .. ,.J . -~. . 
' ;, : :; -' 
. ', . ,-_ . .· . 
.. 
·---. ,;; . 
. ' 
, . ., . ',., 
·-
: . PROB = .• 95 ·· 
' . ' 
, ..... ,_ .. ' 
. . . ' . ' 
. . 
.. •,, .. 
. . -, 
. . . 
- ' 
. -
. - ·-· - . 




. : . ' ,.,. . 
.;. .i--· ' 
' . 
_. Sol·vin.g .Equat.io·n 3.l···!fo~: n, we learn .. that .. the sample· size:, 
. must be. greate.r thap _4oo·, 000. 
chosen ·to be 500,000 • 
.... . 
-· 
Tlie~efore; th~ sampl~- is 
Equation 2.2 • . in the last chapter is prohibitivel'y. --
-inefficient when~applied to sa•ple sizes of this _mainitude~·. 




The digraph fieq~~ncy data used·.1n this. 
~--------- - -------
. .,· - .. 
for only_250 digraphs which were ·sig.nifi·can.-t. in. the·_ sa;mp·le_.··-. · .. -
If we define a table which contains the .position to which.-- . · .. 
.. ,, ..... 
.,_ 
from 60·8,400 i~erations to only 1"250-1:n the' f.9,.llow-ing -manner. -
. . . 




t ' . ..,., 
' . ' 
... -- -----·------··-----------__.;_j,..-, ,- -·-' --- -----.. -·- - ----
~· ... · 
- ' . 
. ; 
- -1· ,' 
. '"! . 
'' 
:•,;,.•~ .:, . . ,, ,,, ' . 
'. ;' .. 
' , """ ' 




. ',,: . 
·s(i,j) = Stroking ·time matrix··_ ·. 
. _.· ,, - . 
- ·-I ,.:. ·-· 
1 = l· First character of·digraph 
1 = 2. , S ec'·ond ch:ar act er of digraph': .. F(k,l)· = 
1 = 3. The relative frequency of the digraph 
,-
f ( i) =·Position that character i has been aisigned 
_,\.,,.; _ . 
.-32-· - . 
' •• ,,, i ' 
' ! 1.,1 • I ' 
, .• \ ... : -.. ' ' 
- __ ..:.__,-· 
.. 




•.. ' - ,, j 




' ',,;:_ . 
. ,, ff" . 
. ;· . 
. . ' .. , 
- -
-----·· ....... -·---~~-~~~ ,__ ---- ------- -- -- ------------- .. ------------------ -· ---· - -- - -- - .------- ----- ~ -- -- ------- - - ·,-- ·-·--·---~--- -
•. 
-·. ----,_-----~ .----- .--·-·.---- ----·---·····. • -···-:-------.... ·-· 1 
Obvi·ously, this method ·of, evaluating th-e objective _.f.unctio~ 
.. -
' '•' ..., ; . 
. 
is much -more effic-i_en t in t·'erms _ of- co,mputer exe·cution 
· , ... . , .. ~ . ' . . II . .. . · · '°' ~ d times 
' ........ ,_.. -· --- . 
. _, 
- ~- ' 
.- _ than Equat i'on 2. 2 would b.e_. 
, . 
i·.' 
. . , .. · 
- . ' - ,- . -
... ~ .. ' . . 
' - - . ~- ,-..... 
. ' 
' ' 
th·e,n · ,--."g,·enera:.t·e·d. 
--and ' -evaluated 
p_ 
- according . to· Equa t iori . 3·.~ 2. _ Figure 3 .• 1 . shows . a- hi,~ t o-g-ram of 
-------------~ ---------------------~-------------.-----·--~------~ -~- ---~- --"-',-- ------
4 • • ~ .-
' - the values of the obj e~ti v_e fun,·c tion for the s~mple and_ -_also -
., 
shows the·: D.SK and QWERTY vaiµ·es. 
-
.. 
.,, .. ---'": 
. ' 
It - was .,then noted th·-at· ·if one was really i'nterested _ ·in ·t-he 
- . I ·-·· 
extreme- values ·of " . the- distribution, the sam·ple o--:f 500,o-oo 
. . .. ' . . . 
was- inade~uat~. In other words, while simulation has- found 
' 
several. keyboards wh-i.c-h are "better" than the DSK .and 
-
________ ---'-------Q._.,W~KRT_y_~--~tJ;l-e _pr 0-b..ah-:.i-l-i t y of fc--i-n-d-4-'fl~--a---- v a 1 u e - v e r-y---_ n-e-a-r _ ... ~h~ 
.: .. 
• 
la ...... ' •• 
'• • , .. ,.•, ·' • '1 I 
lower bound of the distribution- i·s so low·"'as· to approac:b 
. 
-zero wh-eJ1 compar~ed to ·the size of tne population •. 
-Fit tin$ a curve- to the -left portion, of the distribution was 
considered but r~j~cted b~cau~e a continuous model wouldn'~ 
. 
. help es·timate .the lower·· b·ound of· a discrete distribution. 
, 
•, 
. •.• !, ' :• ... -,. •. 
. . 
Howev~r, the value ~f the ,lower botind is fmportant, even -~f~ 
·\ .... , .. 
we are unable -, to find the correspond.ing keyboard . 
. .. I \ ... 
--, 
' ,. -.. : . 
-· ),. -
,:' . .-. ,·, 
. I,. 
LI 
. ' .. _ · .. '· . 
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STD • DEV.= 32~6 ., 
MINIMU1':1 - 389 
MAXIMUt-1 ·- 663 
t. 





















HISTOGRAM OF -SAMPLE OF 
~- . . . . 
500, 00.0· RANDOM KEY·BOARDS 
• ' • I 
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• • • •r 1·· •••' a· ," 
,. '·- •,' .. ' . ' 
. ' 
. ·('.' •/: ·- 1" 
. , ·keyboards, .. , ,. 1./~. ' a·s: ... ·· it can ·be used to .'determine the val~_dity of 
______ _____:r ___ ., ,· 
I 
· 'heuristic s·earCh techniquE!.S aild also aid in determining whE!n 
. I. ' 
·further search~ng.would. be·uneeonomf,cat • 
- --1 -· r'· .,, 
'-;';... 
·-···----. - ···- - . 
. ' 
.. ... As·, the theo~y · of· 'Extrem.e Value i • Statistics · has· ,·r·eceived 
attention in· th~-~ last few· years,·an attempt ~as m~de to 
. . I , 
det·ermine~ if. the theor-·y: c~uld· be· ·applied to the . . P.roblem of. 
-· determini·ng the lower bound of the· distlibution of keyboard . 
·values •. [19,20] , .A cursory examinatio-n of t)le literature 
· .. seems to indicate .,that' the t'heo,;ry has· be"en developed f_or the' 
the _distribution. is known 6r at least ls ,. . . ~ 
.. 
known to be symmetrical •. As we don't know the a1stribution, 
. " ........ _,' ---··,cL~·--------- "' ' ' --- .. - ... 




~ ' not symmetrical, it would seem that Extreme Value st·ati.sti·cs 
.. 
-~· 
offe~ no solution to our problem • 
, 
Of course, one could 
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In Chapter Three, sim:ul·ation yi.elded· s,eve.,r·a~ ... keyb·oards which'· 
. ~-, .... ,.~ . -
' . were. better· than .. ~h·e .DSK ··ana·.·QWERTY.·· The.·shape of the· J . 
.·~ • • At, l 
histbgram.shown in-J· Figure .·3.1 that even better.· . 
. i 
keyboard_s·_exist. H.owever, we have:been unabl·e .to.predict or 
I 
. r calculate what the lower bound of the distribution would be. 




" . . ' howev~~, compute the absol~te lowe~t bound (ign6.ring 
. 
. feasibility) which is possible with the. data being. used. 
·" 
One -simply selects the l_owest · 2.50: entries i11 · th~ stroking . 
I 
-: ~ ··:. I 




. . ' .. , .... ,.:--· .. 
. fiequen~ies are ranked. 
. .., 
Multiply. th~ hig-he~t digraph 
' 
- . ~ .ajyre·que-n-c·y •· -~·b0y .:,tth•e . ·lo-w·e·s,t· -s·t·ro,k·ing 't·ime' cont.inue the~ ·pro·ces s 
. 
. 
unti_l all 250.ptoducts have been.computed, and then sum the·. 
- --- . ·-------
-.. ---~-p-rod ,i.cts. ----- -- -This value, .. for the data being used, is 28Jl •. 
. -- .. ..- . ,..-
. .,._ '. ~ 
While this bound has no st~~istic.al v~lue, it can be used ·to 
lend credence to the results of a branching algorithm.· 
' \ 
" ,-
·\ ~ . When the decision was made to applJ some type o·f branching. 
. . 
algorithm f~ t~e problem of finding a n~ar-opt~mal keyboa%d, 
· itt. was decided to· ini t ial:1 y use t;he-· s i~p les :t approach "<In 
I . -- ' order to -eliminate the ocoding pro'blems .inherent in the 
c.omplex file structures ' necessary to · ··~ .. imp_lement more·· 
I . 







chosen i was to. -start with an initial layout;~ · evaluat~ all · 
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___ possible '.--interchange·S .Of p·airs of assignments~- choosi11g _ the ' . ' \ :. . ,- '~ 
.. ', ,-·:' 
- .vi.',·. •' 
~. -' ..,, I ,· 'o -·--, 
·~ 
' I , 
b.est as . the· initial~ .la-yout ·for· the next it:eration. The 
' ' ' 
' 
, .. 
·- - ··------------·-- ----- -- -
. ' 
. _ _:_ ___ ~-+---- ' --·,··-·· ------- _, ___ .. - - -·-·------------,---- - '..,. 
- ,. . 




; A _program was written to implement··· t:h,e algotithim .· and the ----. -~' \ - '~ ' 











· rout·ine halted after·. reaching .a keyb~'_ard with -a value of·· • 
o' 
' C, . 
· __ 344. 
,;_ 
. . 
_Next,_ a small: sample.: of · keyboard·$ w-as entered and the . (.' 
.... -., ... ,. 
... 
...... , j~ 
. swapping seemed to b,e .. equally· succ-~ssful, rega,.~dle'-s~ .- of 'th.e · 
. ' . 
..... _ 
. ... I • 












.,., : . :, 
. I -
-
. distributiori-have been applied to the algo-rith~ •. (See 
.... 
-
·T:he ·-best keyb_oard found h-a.s a 
.., . 
. .. value o·f 340 and the worst, a~ter the algorithm, has a value 
. 
of 353. There • 1s no signif.icant between the correlation 
.. 
original val·ues and -th.e ~inal va.lues. .. 
Next, a~------ ~--t tepip~. _to_ ~_earn more about_- __ how. th~ __ ·al_g_or_i.t.h.m""'--.C-·.---~-~------· 
• in 
P.rogresses, the algori.thm was modified .. to print·:··, out - the 
ialue ~f. the best keyboard at each· {f~i~tion. Several 
~ ... 
·keyboards were then run with the mo~ified·· algorithm. The 
. 
•.· , I. 
. ..,. 
results for -- some• of the trial's are- sh.own in Figure--4-.2:1• 
. '. 
· ~Three parametet", exponential models were fi·tt·ed to a few of- --
·.·_the curves with: excellent . results' using : non-linear 
[21] ' The results for two of ithese _ regres$_ion ··techniques •. I'- ,.',· 
r··' 
• .')':I 
' -· I_', . 
--.. -·- --'.J 
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Value Before ·swapping 
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' ' . 
~ 
ilon.;.linear regres~~on ~o'del_s are. shown in Figures -4. 3 and 






. At . this ··· . point , the appare~.tly · over.whelming success· of the 
··2.lgorith·m: made· it impe·rative to take ~.a hard look at - whether 
' 
. th~ -algorith~ was, in fa6t, .ccirt~erging near. the lower bound 
of th·e· distribution_ of possible keyboards .• .Regardles~~ . of -
. . 
the· value of th.e-keybo~~d ·in~utied int~ .the ilgori·thm, th~ 
al·gorithm ·conver:ged to wit-bin. a relatively narrow ban.<f. · 
' ' 
,' After._ considerable thought, - it appears that only · two 
··-
., .. ~,·-· -· .. 
;11 
..• conclusions are possible--either the algorithm itself has an 
inher·ent limit or the lower bound· of the distribution is·, -i-n 
' . 




Assuming the algorithm :i.s self-limiting, the o:nl.y app_arent 
c· 
mechanism· of the .limi·-tation could take - is that duplicate 
keyboards ~ .. are ·heing.~valua.ted by subsequent iteration·s and 
,_ 
" 
succeeding iteration has few~r new keyboards to 
.---· ' 
. . . eval.uate and, hence, .a lower. probability of fi~ding a better.· I 
' 
I 
·keyboard. But this is po~·sibl_e only if· a ,- 1 ·small. number of 
.assignments, sa-y. four or. _ fi-ve·, are b·eing permuted .. within . ' 
l_:..l 
' .. 








fi~ed £cir mo-st of the iterations. ·To check this_ -·-· 1. 
; : poss'ib{li ty, the number of characters whose posit ion~ 
. 
changed by -the algorithm was ·counted·.· for each ·· key.board 
- s·ubmi tte.d .... to 
I the algori thni. <.. It was d~termined that an 
- ,.,,.. 
- ., ..... ·~--.---·-·-·-~--··--· . -·----. 
'' • I 
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I ,I • • 
Ill ' ,,. 
' . 
average of 26 .4 characters c~anged positi-ons and since the 
a~erage number ot iterations was onl.y 26 it is reasonable to 
conclude that a· mechanism o.'.f th:l.s sort is not occuring · and 
' 
' 
.," that the algorithm do.es .. ncit appear' t~ be .. a.elf-limiting. 
. 
' , As the algorithm d6esri't ~ppear to be self-limiti~g, ·the 
-
.. only_ conclusion p~ssible is that the alg--o_rithm is, tn fact, • 





. As a f i.nal chec.k, the seven best -keyboards. found.· by 
' less alg.ori·thm - (those than · 343) values with were 
. 
"averag.ed~'. ·<?n . their assignments .• =-Figure: 4.5 ·shows. the 
. . 
' assignments of the -s·even keyboards, the "av·erage" keyboard·;_ 
and the· f·ina:1 keyboar4 after tlf1@. algorithm· was applied 
. 
. to the "average" keyboa·rd. That -the value. of ~the "-av-era8e" 
. ,._. 
keyboar~ after swapping is 339.913 can only .support the 
,.. . 
• 
-. conclusion that the lower bound· of· the distr-ibution ·.is about 
.. 
340. This ~onclbsion ·is also supported by the.fac:t that the 
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KEYBOARD 1 2 




2 B G 
3 w w 
4 N. N 
5 L L 
6. I I 
7 A A 
. 8 D D .. 





12 C C 
./ 
~ 13 s s 
• 
. 
14 . T T 
- •015 R R 
16 0 .o 
17 E E 
18 H H. 
19 u y \... 
. 20 G K 
· · 21 . 
-
-
22 X X 
23 F B 
--
. ' 
24 M M 
25 V V 
·-' 
26 J Q 
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F F B K K 
C w C G w 
R- L T A N 
L s L I L 
Q. I u L 
-
-. 
A 0 A N I 
u u H s D y y G D G 







B C F .Y y· 
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•' 
s T s u s-
. 
T T N N ·E 
N R 
.R 0 R 
I A I H A 
E E E -R E 
H H 0 T T 
D D D ' C C 
.G 
, G X B p 
-
- z z z 
X Q Q - X ; 
p V B V . -·· X 
• B 
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- X y- M. 0 p p P. w u 
K K K F f y 
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SUMMARY OF "BEST" KEYBOARDS. 
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.I \ 4 
' ' ' 
s·ens it i vi ty To Data 
' .. 
,, 
,. . , __ . , ' 
The p·rocedures _·cdeveloped in the last ~hapters are base·d on_:·1 
two _ classes of - d-ata, the d~graph data· and the stroking · time 





the -proc·ess is sensitive to the data.··. (' ~. ; 
,_ While the ~digrap-h frequencies were taken f-rom a thesis 
wr-i t ten i-n 1.930 and while this· data µii.ght not be. complete 
~nough for a .really comprehensive effort to· develop· an 
. 
·1mal ke;board, the fact ·rema-~ns tha:t the useage :·of the_ 
. 
. En·gl_is·h language hasn't changed $.O radical·lJt in the l~st . 40 
. years_.as to .alter the structure· of ·t·he .data significantly_ • 
• 
-
· . ·"On ·-,,~h·e · -··o·-e-h.,e·-r · -,-·h-an·d, ·the $·a.me ·c-.-an=no-t be said about· the 





-, :,,. T 
·· .. ..,,,.· 
·~ ... ' . 
' 
. stroking time ~ata. The. extrapolation proceduies.· ·describe-d 
in Chapt.er Two a~-e 
. ' ' 
- C 
. 
. to say the ·r·east, arbitrary,· and if this 
procedure is to yield an <?Ptimal keyboard .:when used wi·th. · , 
• 
.. . 
valid data, it .had certainly better.be sensit·ive to 
in the structure of th~ data. 




·unfQ.Ftu.nately,. _ there doesn 1 t ·, .appear .to be 8 ·Simple· mE!:trie . ,.... . 
which could be used to demonstrate -or measure th~s 
' I sensitivity, or lack thereof.· - As the data is used to 
" . 
.  
· evaluate keyboardij . _and. thus. rank them,··.-. a< ·reasonable· 
t~chnique might .. ' ' ,1 • ·,·; be :to tak·e a ·sample:·· of keyboar,ds,. eva:luate · 
/; 
.,. "-", '-:: 
rank them be£ ore.- a..nd ~~-~er·· modifying the d~ta. -
'. -1-., 
' . ' 
, 
·. l ' .. 
''.,,,-
... 
·, ··~ i 
• 
' 0 ~ 
( ,, . 
• 
. . . ~. . . 
•· . ,. 
.. 

















T·h~ technique used to extrapolate the · stroking time data 
.. .. :i.mpli·es that 
{' 
there aie two basic relationships which might 
• 
affect the outcome of the search· for.' an optimal keyboard •. 
I The ·relationsh~ps. are the ~nterrelationships among th~ 
.fingers and the inte·rrelat.ionships among the rows. The 






' ) . 
. • .J 
.. Figur.e 2. 3 ·it1d £'ca~ es 
, .. 
this mi~ht be implem~nted irt a 
, ~ •· 
simple.mapner. To vary- the row relationsh~ps, all entries 
.~. 
-· 
! ·• in sub-mat,rices ·. A(l,1), .A.(1,2), A(l,3)., A{2,1), ·an.~ A(J.,1)· 
·, 
' 
. . I • ' . 
. ' are multiplied by the selected. multiplier ,for tl;le upper· row. C).-·---~--· • 
. ,. 
-- . , 
-




· -. ., mu·l~t<i: p -l<i:~e d ,~ b·y 
·t·he selected home·. row . multiplier, and 
. - . 
.. ,: 
sub-matrices A(3:,1), A(3,2), A(3,3:),. A(l,3), and A-(2,3) a.re .. 
,. ··~ . 
. multipli~d by the ~ower row factor.- Figure 5.1 p~esents.the 
• 





Similarly,, a set. of column (or finger) factors can be cbo.se.n·. 
. . 
. 
··and each element in.the rows and columns corresponding to 
' 
e,ch finger, multiplied bi_~he appropiat~ ,f~ctor. 
/, I 
For. the " 
sake q·f ~ccuracy, the t~ree -positions inboard of ea.ch index 
f.inger were treated . as ·different f in·gers.~ Figure 
·--
. , . 
· .. tabulates the tesu·lts ·· for several sets of co·l"umn factors. 
sample of k_eyboards~·;which was chosen.· for the 
• 
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- . i . 
I ., 
·, . ' .. 
. . 
. 
1.1 1.1 1.2 1.2 
' 
1.0 1.0 1.0 1 .1. 
. . 




RANK RANK RANK RANK 
' 1 1 2 1 
. 
4 6 · .. 6 
.. 6 
2 3· 3 2-·· 
5 4 4 4. 
' 
. 
8· 8 8 8 
. 
6 5 5. 5 
-
9 9 9 9 




' 10 11 11 11· 
I, .. 
,,, ... 
11 10 -,., 10 10 
3 . 2 1 3 . 
12 12 12 12 
'l " • •• " I 
'·l 
i 
.869 .858· .814 .875 
• ROW FACTOR SENSITIVITIES 
'1._ -' 
.... 
, .. 1, ..... ----··---:--···----~- ·-- - ~ --~-:----·,-·--.·.- 1. .. ·· •. :.~·-'':-;.:: :·-...... 
' . . ' ' . 
~-··. -
' ., 
• ·,, ,J '. 
,. ~.,~ ·, 









































Fl 1.1 1.2 
F2 1.0 1.1 
F3 1.0 1.0 
. . 
' F4 1.0 1. o. 
FS 1.0 1.0 
'F6 1·. 0 . 1.0 
.. --
F7 1.0 1.0 
F8 ., 1.0 1.0 
F9 1.0 1.1 
FlO 1.1 I 1.2 
I 
1 INITIAL 
RANK RANK RANK 
~· 1 1· 
2 3 2 




5. 5 5 
6 6 7 ,, 
t 7 7 6 
8 .. a 
.8 
9 ' 9 9 
·10 10 10 
11 11 11 
~12 · 12 12 
. 








' . . 
. ,. :-48- .e, · 
. - ·-' ! •_, 






1.0 1. 0 . 
1.0 1.1 
1.0 1.1 . 
' 1·~ 0 1.0· 






3 2 ·, I 
2· 4 
5 5 
6 - 8 
. 
7 6 
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' . ~l ' • 
' . 
: . u ' 
. analysis included eleven keyboards with value.s evenly ... 
' ' 
' ' distributed in the low~r tail, the DSK which fit on the high 
. ... 
' end 9.f the ~leven, ' and the; QWERTY which. was· in.cl·uded for 
~uriosity's sake~ It~ should be ~o~nted out that s~nce · the I ' 
'. 
., 




· other keyboard~, .no · i'nf·erences should be drawn from its lack 
. . . . 
.. . ~ 
of· movement in t·he· ran.kings •. 
. ' . 
•• 
. · ~ . 
· Figure 5 ~ 2 · . i·n di cat es that technique. is .. 
., 




' ,,~ insensitiv·e to changes in the 1 relatiqnships o·f the fingers 
,./ 
. 
the .strok·ing ·time ·.data. On the other hand·, Figure 5 .1 





the row. relationships. Note· t-hat · the n·sK ratiking r·_anges--
from twelfth with the original d·ata, all t.he way UP. ·to first 
" ·: i I, 
' ' 
· ··s·ince the tests of the :·DSK seem ·to indicate that 
r' , • 
.. , 





than :Fig-ure 3.1 in~ic-at·es, the~ ex;rapolation-from :the A.(2,2) 
• 
' 
~ub~matrix in .-Figure . 2.3 to· the other sub-matrit~s is 
• 
• • prob~bl~ too conservative. 
,, 
Figures· 5 .1 and.· 5. 2 do· se.-erti ·to sugge:st that thi.s technique ',. 





t- ·between "good'~ an'd · "bad" - I keyboards •. Furthermore, it is 
ireasonable to. Jxpe~t this techn.}qJ.1e ·to :.P~~Qve a valid method 
' . 
measuring the worth.· o-_f a _keyboard, provided accurate data 
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' CONCLUSIONS ' . ,· . .• 
- ., -.... . . 
.. 
) . 
... . . In . review, ··a· zero-one· assignment m~del was formulated for· 
'' 
. 
' the optima·! assignment. of graphics to ·key posi-tions, based 
t . 
·tYsage o:·£· the En:g.:lis~ 
•• I 
l ' 
- . . ' 




propertie:~ required f-0r th:e solution of 
'1 
l 





~ ---~~~=-fact · t:hat · the obj ec.ti.v·e £·unction .. - .... ·•-. -·requires that 


















b·e.· 'made· b.ef ore . the c'.ost_ accruing to a single 
... . 
. ' -
. ' can be computed, elimin_ates -a11· classica·l 
programming mode~s as. possible .solution 
- ~.--, 
' . ' 
-Furthermore, the on·ly way thi·s te:chn·i,qu.e co.uld · be valid·ated 
4 
. ~ 




. near-opti.mal keyboard using_ this data·, and -verform a 
.comparative test with at leijst .o~e. :other .key.board ·and 
" 
·, ... 













' .. \· 





.. - ' 
,.... . , ... ~-, f ;he· kef·ybo·ards-'. At thi·s point it is possible to . acc~pt this 
.L· ........ 
' . 
technique only . on·· the -beiisis of. _aµ int·uitive· .feel f_or the·· 
- ··:;r··l 
· - ·'tdynamics of keybo_ard _ ·oper.ation. 
1,i·. : 

























· Simulation was·: tt;ied .iand as · it y_ielded several keyboards 
' which were "better'' than the DSK and QWERTY, it was somewhat. 
I 
However, th~ extreme size of the pJpulation and· 
,., " 
, .'I 










correspondingly small ·probability of. 
. l 
I • 
ra~domly fin ding· 
,,j 
keyboards near the ·1ower bc;,µnd· wi~h a· p.·ractical sample size, .. 
.. , . 
·'-..\.,. 
'Obviates the need for a more practical .· appro~ch.: i~ · ~ ' '.- . 





.Th; .. The ref ore, a. simple swapping algorithm·· was .imple·men ted. 
' . . 
~ • 
• swapp;ng algo;ithm was • • • surprising~-- Th-e· su.ccess of· the 








' V'alue of the keyboard and the· algor·\thm always converges in 
I . 
an ·exponen·tial-lik_e. ·ma·nner to. wi thil! a v~ry- narrow ~ange • 
. :r 
. ·., 
' ... ·A·s .·'th·ere appears, ·to be no ·rea·s.on ~hy th·e a.lgori t.hm could .. , .\. be 
• 6, 
-· ~ • 
,, 
:!.i~ ' . 
._1_· 
s·elf-limitirig - and as the lowest po.ssib1e·bound (infeasible) 
J . 
. 
' with this data is 288, it is no.t · .unreasonable tQ.· · con.elude· 
th'at·· the swapping~ algorithm is c~nvergtng· t·o near the lower 
bound and that ··the bound·. i_-s .· approx·imately. 340.· Given . .. 
... 
accurate, representative data, the.· app.lication · of the 
algorithm sample. of keyboards shoul_ .. P · yield a.--
I ' I . . 1 I ti• near-opti~a1· keyboard. Again, ~ven : if · .go·od ~ .da t·a was 
! -, 
of ·. ·. the keyb,oard thus developed 
ayailable, · the· -va.lidatio.n 
·wovld require extensive ·(ind ~~p~ns~ve) testing with _., ac·tual 'L ,/. 
.. lteyboar.d operato-rs,. 
.. I 
. ' ~ 
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' • , ' 
·The ·opportunities for . furthe'r s--t-udy of keyb.oards s.eem 
' .. 
' endless' a·n·d ma.ny cotfld · be quite .r~warding. 
• I • '•, 
obvious,. of ·course, is the collec:t.ion .of the·. stroking time··· 
- . - ·.~... . 
. 
. data for application ~ith this algorithim~· 
. . t . . . . 
.• 
.• 
Another particul.arly _intere.sting area i, .. ~ ~.: is ·the . ·geometry ·· of 
<tf ' • 
keyboards.--~s the·re any reason, other- than· historical, f·o,~ ·· 
continuing to use the four-row layout used tod~t? Kr o,eme J":·.-· 
' 
. 
has experimented· with a. k.eybo.ard .which was .. spli.t in to two 
halves·· which were hinged· to · allow t~em to. ·be angl·ed .. · 




indicate that the only gains • 1n 
• 
. v 
realized with ibis design is a re~brition in errbr rate. [22] 
l . 
Perhap~,i a better des.ign would be sl'iiiil~ar to .. that : .. shown· • 1n 
I • 
Figure 6.1. · The keis ar~ arranged to minimize strain in the 
' . 
. . 
arms and. shq.ulders r.esu.1 t~ng. f'rom ~h,~-:c.:four-row arrangemen~. 
. . 
. . .l, 
-
Al:so, the._ ke.ys more nearly fi-t the ,natural pa,,ths th~ finge,r·s 
can travel with .ease. This arrangement could also be 





evaluation techniq-ue. and swa.pp.ing · .algorithm wou.ld. be just: as 
··' 
q 
provided. adequate ·stroking- time· · data was 
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· ·"·.Per.haps, the optimum in keyboard design, would be- a ' • I ' ' custom 
(lesigned keyboa.rd for each· oper.ator. His keyboard would be· ' .... 
. . . l 
. tailored to the shape, · niobili.ty, ~nd· motor·· skills · of : h·i.s 
.. 




h·ands . and··. ·designed fer the '. nature· of ·the· material he would I 
_.·. bf-r keyboardin,·g. -Given appropia'te .. a·dvan~_es in ~ manufacturing .. · 
'i 
and testing · technologi·es ,· the operator. might be .fitted f·or ', 
' 
\. . 
.. :.o • 
his keyboard ·as.follows.'.·. The operator's hinds would be 
. measured for size · and mobility of his digi.t's. Next, the . ..,. 
keyboard on an adjus~able, test. I I 
' 
- ' ,. 
subject would be tested 
which was set to h-is specif icati·ons · and,. . his. - 'i~-p er son al 
stroking time ~data would be collected. His kejboard would 
. 





~... .. . 




would be_manuf~cttired with a totaliy automat~~ ~roces~·. ' . 
!' ~ 
·, 
. . :i .- -
.operator would then: ha·\fe~ a ·pers~nalized ·keybo.ar-d whi-e-h wa·s 
i 
I ,/ .-J,f 
I 
' 
. . . f' 






; • keyboard interface ·on any equipment; he mi.ght · be ustng. Blue·: .. -
,. 
sky? . M-a. .. ybe,. but it ce~tainly isn't impo.ssible·_ • 
.. 1 
,;.- ' 
_, Final~y, ·substantial work needs tct be done in .·the area ·~o,f' 
- I 
\_ 
·keyboard standards. One has t.o attend .only o~rre· m·eeting of 
r . 
• 
• • 4 
.., t·he X4-A15 su·l,·commi4e·tee of the American . Nation-al Standards 
1· 1 ·1 








.... immedi.ately becomes a keyboard expert -:and with ·a few moments 
thought can discourse at; g_reat .. leng~h ··co' 




,. '· .... '• 
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. p.J, 
-- .. opinions 
. ·~ 
l ·• 
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. ·.. ' 
logical manner. 
l •. 
· Unfortunate~y·, th·e X4-Al5 s11bc ommi t tee . is the major 
. . 




and ~ts membership 
. / 
no. industrial . . ·r . 
·psychologists, no h·uman··factors .experts, and 




outside :-o.f. the . Federal· Go·vernment. Since. the Europea~ 
Countries·have finally ·agreed to 
' ... ...,,,. 
...___,,,keyboards, much di~~ussion benter~ .ab~ut prcipos~ls fo.r· the 
• 
·u.s. to dev;,elop a standard wh.ich .;:is 
.,. ... ',.· '··- co-mpa ~i b~_.e with 
. ! 
~ 
regardles~ of aµy possible human factors -f~pacts 
,,, 
on ~th·e keyboard users in ·'this: country. 
si tuat·ion is deplorable ~nd ~n!~rtunaiely, 
' . ~ i.-~~ ... , 
. ._...,.\ 
·,...., 
to chang~· in the forseeable·-f~ture~ 
"";· 
1· ... :. 
,·· 
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